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Mobile data connection turn on automatically

For the last week or so, the mobile data on my phone started being turned on automatically. Through various forums and after trying different recommended methods, finally find the culprier. In my case, the app is the reason for causing mobile data to be turned on on itself. The android application responsible for the havoc of this portable
data connection is the Battery Defender. I forced the application to stop, then eventually removed the draining of batteries and high data usage. After digging more into the battery defender settings, there is a setting called Network Prefer State Data in the battery defender that allows you to choose whether to store cellular networks on or
off. It must be turned on when you select Data under Switch from the main interface. However, although the Data option is not selected, somehow Prefer State Network Data has been turned on. That's probably a bug on the side of the app. Toggle the Data setting once to turn it on, then toggle again disable Network Prefer State Data
back to the situation, which should be. The issue seems unpredictable to smartphone brands, because people with different cell phones from Samsung, Lenovo, Htc, Huawei complained of the same problem. Moreover, there may be more than one cause of the problem, so try to fix the other (these are the ones I tried) that I mentioned
below if the android app is not the root of the problem in your case. How to Fix If Mobile Data Is Turned on itself on Android. Check if you've installed any battery optimization apps on your phone. If installed, search for an app from the app menu and tap Stop Daya. After disabling the app, control whether mobile data is turned on
automatically or not. If this doesn't work for you, go through your app list and find any third-party apps or suspicious virus applications running in the background, disable them, then check if the problem is resolved or not. Enable Background data limit - Go to Settings-&gt; Data Usage and select Limit background data, which stops
background syncing. Turn off Smart Network Switch – If you have these settings on your mobile phone, and if it's turned on, your mobile phone is automatically connected to a cellular network when a Wi-Fi connection is weak. Just turn this setting off, and check if the problem persists. Boot your phone into Safe Mode - Third-party apps
aren't run in safe mode. Starting a phone in safe mode helps you isolate the issue: whether it's a third-party app or something else that triggers a problem. Start a mobile phone in safe mode, and check if mobile data is still turned on automatically. If it is not turned on itself, then go to step 1 and go through all the installed applications one
by one, and end up looking for malicious applications. Your phone returns to its initial negligence If you want to try it, don't forget to back up your data. My mobile data continues to be turned on on itself and using my data traffic. I think this is because of WhatsApp, but I'm not sure. Are there any other possible causes other than
WhatsApp? How do I stop it from happening? Phone: Samsung GT9100i Android Version: 4.2.1 What you execute data-saving (megabytes) settings on android phones and another thing for those settings actually remains that way. In my previous article on Android data management, I discussed the use of heavy data on Android phones
because GPS is automatically turned on (see ). Today, we'll focus on mobile data that does the same and what to do to solve such problems (see for Wi-Fi). What is mobile data? Mobile data refers to the 2G, 3G and 4G radio technology used to access the internet on your Android phone. A good example is to buy a data subscription on
your SIM card to access the internet. You will most likely use GSM, EDGE, CDMA, 3G, 4G and other radios on the phone to use the data plan on sim so that it falls under mobile data. How do I enable or disable mobile data? The exact steps differ from the Android version. You can enable / disable mobile data under Settings &gt; SIM
management, under Settings &gt; Wireless &amp; network &gt; mobile network or below &gt; Data Usage. Why is my Android phone's mobile data continue to be turned on automatically? Two of the culprits to focus on are:You don't disable mobile data: Mobile data that may not be disabled in the first Placeup app continues to allow it to
connect to the internet: This app can be a legitimate application that has been granted permission to enable mobile data, Adware or Malware.How do I correct android phones whose mobile data is automatically turned on? Some of the repairs you can use are:1. Uninstall the application recently installed/suspicious: Find and uninstall
applications recently installed. If the phone is rooted, check the list of applications that have root permissions.2. Limit background data : Go to &gt; Data usage to see applications eating the top data. To limit background data for applications, select the app then mark Limit background data. Don't block background data for applications you
need to sync to their servers frequently e.g. Email, Instant Messenger such as BBM, Whatsapp, and .3. Suspicious freeze/disable apps: Task managers like Greenify can help freeze suspicious apps (without pairing them) to identify which apps can be responsible for downloading mobile data. Eject Bloatware: Some Android phones are
delivered with lots of Bloatware (applications that come pre-installed on the phone). Bloatware is often not installed using the usual methods of pairing applications. Application. Bloatware is even Adware or Malware. To remove Bloatware, the phone needs to be rooted (see . Using a root browser such as the Rome Toolbox lite, navigation
to the root directory and delete Bloatware wherever it is located (often under system/application or vendor/operator/application)5. Safe Mode: Booting an Android phone into Safe Mode allows you to run an Android phone in a state where third-party apps are disabled. This can help verify that mobile data is being enabled by third-party
apps. Follow the @ guide and learn how to boot Android phones into safe mode6. Reset of factories: In cases where finding the application responsible for allowing mobile data automatically proves very difficult, reset the factory is an easier alternative. Reset the factory will delete all installed applications, user data, settings, and files
saved to phone storage (SD wont cards will not be affected) to ensure to back up your contacts, messages, and files. You can perform a factory reset in Recovery mode or under Settings &gt; Backup &amp; reset7. Later format re-Flash RE-ROM factory: The location of the installation of the culpr is another factor to consider. This
application may be installed to the system/app or vendor/operator/application folder. In such cases, the usual factory resets the wont get rid of the application. You need to delete the phone then flash again the stock ROM. The exact method to use will depend on the type of phone processor (Chipset). How do I monitor my use of Android
phone data? For the lower version of Android, you need to install a third-party data monitoring app. For a higher version of Android, navigate to Settings &gt; data usage. Hovatek.... just a remote button! Hi, hope someone can help. I usually leave the data of the day I turned off and just turn it on when needed. Otherwise, it is on wifi. Over
the last few weeks, I've been inauguration that after I left the Mobile Data home being routed and I didn't fix it. Then when I got home it was off again. It's not used to doing this and I'm trying to find settings to change them to manual settings rather than automatically. Anyone has nothing on this? thanks a lot! 10-15-2013 10:15 PM Like
0am faces the same problem with the note 3 . I usually turn off my data before going to bed but when I wake up, the phone will really catos! Facebook , whatsapp , n all the stuff will be online. Are there any solutions to this issue? 03-06-2014 10:01 PM Like 0 pm Do you disable the auto network switch in advanced wifi settings? dpham00,
Android Central Moderator Moderator From My Verizon Samsung Galaxy Note 3 via Tapatalk Pro 03-06-2014 10:03 PM Like 0 But I Have Trouble Different From My S4, When My Home Wi-Fi Is Unstable, It Will Automatically Turn On Mobile Data, Is There Any Answer To This Problem? 12-26-2014 09:06 PM Like 0 For Samsung S4, go
to Settings &gt; Connections &gt; Data Usage then press the menu button. Select Limit Background from the menu. It will stop turning on mobile data automatically. Kevin Weaver1 and MarcAndre01 like this. 05-23-2015 02:06 PM Like 2 Tries to disable automatic date and time updates if it is enabled 06-22-2015 07:40 AM Like 0 <3> I
have got my Tecno M3 but the problem is self-connection data and wifi that drains the battery power i try to manually put it after a few seconds again 08-17-2015 07:30 AM Like 0 Cuba this now. I'm tired of allowing airplane mode while at work so my phone doesn't pull data all day long. Even though I turned off the data it turned itself back
on... 09-24-2015 12:26 PM Like 0 thank you this worked for my samsung 09-28-2015 07:21 PM Like 0 My mobile data and wifi is automatically turned on after a few seconds of deactivation on the samsung galaxy tab. get tired of the balance and the draining of my battery is so fast. 10-18-2015 05:57 AM Like 1 Do you disable the auto
network switch in advanced wifi settings? dpham00, Android Central Moderator Sent from Verizon Samsung Galaxy Note 3 via Tapatalk Pro Problem completed.. thanks 12-06-2015 02:52 AM Like 0 there is an APN of the type of virus installed in your smartphone. That's responsible transferable data. 01-09-2016 06:16 AM Like 0 I was
made to know there is an App called VPN *virus that causes this. Just discard the installation of this application. Got me settled. 01-11-2016 02:39 PM Like 0 0 I've been calling my supplier helpdesk for weeks now for this expensive issue. Tharik Rasheed you gave me a solution. thank you. 02-04-2016 03:00 PM Like 0 only the first two
solutions are that reset your phone if after five days you again show this problem then install new software in your android 04-05-2016 11:54 PM Like 0 my phone's mobile data connection will be turned on always on itself without my permission.i ussually turn off mobile data always.but it will be on my phone immediately is the galaxy s4
GT-I9500-am tired of it please help me how can solve it? 06-20-2016 06:50 PM Like 0 I Have Trouble With my samsung Galaxy coreprime, my mobile data automatically Live, Are There Any Answers To This Problem? 07-09-2016 07:57 AM Like 0 What exactly does it work in your case? 07-10-2016 05:51 PM Like 0 my galaxy s4
automatically turn on mobile data and wifi 07-28-2016 10:10 AM Like 0 My mobile data and WiFi turns on automatically on my infinix hot note, where can I find a VPN app so I can uninsemble it, or is there any other solution? 08-25-2016 10:12 AM Like 0 how to stop automated data being turned on? 09-01-2016 05:15 AM Like 0 hey guy I
have the same problem as android device you.my automatically switches data I have tried to reset the factory but my never.so goes to setting &gt; app manager &gt; run the app then I got some viruses running the first background I tried to stop them but they restart automatically so I disabled them then I just ununinstall ..... here's the virus
I have 1 nethapla 2 vpn 3 vpn dialog 4 org.apache.power.update 5 org.mail.power.update 6 android {fake with android logo and version says 1.00) 7 return 8 help proxy N.B all this has your android logo can uninstalle from u phone by application system ussig explore like apk Bluetooth sender.try it 09-23-2016 03:45 PM Like 0 sony z4
turns automatically onto the data even if I try trying to try it's from data, both battery can be replaced and while handling cell phole always return to the screan house how I can sort this 10-02-2016 02:30 AM Like 0 there is a type of APN virus installed in your smartphone. That's responsible for changing mobile data. how to eliminate it? 11-
06-2016 07:42 AM Like 0 how to fix the issue? 11-13-2016 07:49 AM Like 0 0
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